We denote -type of f as z(f). It is known [2,p.6 ] that a n / n For d n, the -type of an entire function f reduces to its classical exponential n type and the formula (1.5) gives its well known coefficient characterlsatlon [3, p. 11].
The comparison function (z) can also be used to define a measure of growth analogous to classlcal order [3, p.8] Shah and Trimble [4, 5] .log(d(+l)...d (2) 
The above inequality implles that
Using the estimate (2.9) in (2.6) and proceeding to llmlts I/k a k ,a(n +k) 1/(rip+k)
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The above inequality, when employed in (2.4), gives (2.14)
3.
Y-ORDER AND EXPONENTS OF UNIVALENT G-L DERIVATIVES.
A A function H(n) is said to be the restriction of a Slowly Oscillating function S(x) if S(n) H(n) for every positive integer n. It is known [9] that, as k z k H(1) k(k). 
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